Schedule Generator

Do you know what courses you are interested in taking but just can’t get them to fit into a schedule? Maybe you just want to know all of your schedule options. Let our new schedule generator do the work for you!

This new feature which was developed by Etown student, Claude Abounegm, has been added to JayWeb. The ‘Schedule Generator’ link is located on the bottom of the left navigation menu.

Choose courses based on importance

The star on the left of each course section represents the importance of the course. Clicking the star toggles between the importance states:

- ★: Low importance
- ✨: Normal importance
- 🌟: High importance

Course sections, as default, are added with normal importance. Setting a course as low importance indicates to the schedule generator that you would like to avoid this course section if possible. Setting a course to high importance, indicates to the schedule generator that you would prefer having this section over the others, and tries to meet this criterion by ignoring the filters you provided. For example, a section will show up in the resulting schedule even if it does not lie in the time interval you wanted, as it was marked as high importance.

Tip: Filters are used to narrow down possible schedules, so first choose your classes, check the possible schedules by pressing Submit, then if there are sections you would like to omit, get back to the list and start using the filters.

Manipulating the schedules

Please use the Print button on the top right of the page when printing your schedule. This will insure to give you the correct printable version of the selected schedule.

There are also keyboard shortcuts for navigating your schedules:

- Right (->) moves to the next schedule.
- Left (<-) moves to the previous schedule.
- Ctrl + Right moves to the last schedule.
- Ctrl + Left moves to the first schedule.

If you have questions, contact the ITS Help Desk at 717-361-3333 or email helpdesk@etown.edu